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ADVOIUSPS-T13-101. For LR l-221 (Engineering Standards Book of Barcodes): 

(a) Please provide full expanded definitions for each Level 8.3 Mail Type 
barcode and each Level 8.4 Inside Task barcode (Inside Study and 
Outside Study). 

(b) Were the Levels 8.3 and 8.4 barcode data used to develop any activity 
proportion data or were they used for some other purpose? 

(c) Please provide full expanded definitions for each Level 9 Event 
Quantities barcode (Inside Study and Outside Study). 

(d) Were the Level 9 barcode data (Inside Study and Outside Study) used to 
develop the Time Standards? Please explain. 

(e) At what point(s) during the day and under what conditions were the Level 
9 event quantities counted during the data collection? 

(f) For each Level 9 event quantity, identify the frequency of the count. 

(g) For each Level 9 event quantity, explain how it was counted. 

RESPONSE: 

(a-c) Note that in your question the levels are in many cases inaccurately 

described. The correct descriptions are emphasized in my response. Level 8.0 

Event Numbers, Level 8.2 Status, Level 8.3 Mail or Vehicle TvDe, Level 8.4 

Inside Task , and Level 9 Event Quantities are used for inside/office time 

studies. Level 8.0 Event Numbers, Level 8.2 Status, Level 8.3 Deliver or 

Vehicle Twe, Level 8.4 Outside Task, and Level 9 Event Quantities are used 

for outside/street time studies. The time study data was used to assist data 

coordinators during their quality control review process of the work sampling 

data. The time study data was not part of LR-I-163. Levels 8.0 through 9.0 are 

necessary input to create a scanned in set of data for a time study. The number 
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of time studies taken during a study day were left up to the observation team. 

Their first priority was to collect the work sampling data. For definitions of the bar 

codes please see ADVOIUSPS-T13-90 (d)(i ). 

(d) Yes. The time study data was used in developing the time standards. The 

data provided typical times for various activities that allowed for checking against 

the predetermined time system predicted times and identified typical quantities 

that the carrier encountered during performance of various work activities. 

(e-f) Time studies were taken at convenient times during the day and Level 9 

Event Quantities would have been wuntedlrewrded during the time study. 

(g) All Level 9 event quantities were manually counted by one or both of the team 

members during the time study cycle. 
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ADVOIUSPS-T13-103. At the delivery units observed by your data collectors, 

(a) Were instructions, written or oral, given to the carriers involved in the 
study? If so, by whom and what were they? 

(b) Were carriers involved in the study allowed to curtail mail as is usually 
done throughout the year or were they required to take all mail available? 

(c) Were instructions, written or oral, given to the delivery supervisors 
assigned to the units selected for the study? If so, what were they? 

(d) Did the delivery supervisors at the delivery units involved in the study play 
any role in the study? If so, what? 

(e) Were any comparisons made between pre- or post-study office and 
street times and those recorded during the study? If so, please provide 
the results of those comparisons. 

(f) Did the delivery supervisors normal everyday activities in assessing the 
workload for the day, granting or denying requests for overtime or 
auxiliary assistance, curtailing mail, and directing hand-offs between 
routes continue as usual during the study? If not, what were the 
differences and how were these matters handled? 

(g) Did the delivery supervisor’s normal interaction with the carriers 
concerning their work continue during the study? If not, how did it 
change? 

(h) During the study, did delivery supervisors conduct street observation of 
carriers involved in the study as they usually would? 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Oral instructions were given to the carriers typically in a stand up meeting 

conducted by their supervisor and a Postal Service Subject Matter Expert 

some time before the data collection team arrived. I was not present at these 

meetings but the general thrust was to advise all the carriers to perform all 

activities as normal, that the information being wllected was going to be kept 
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confidential, and the information gathered on their actions was part of a larger 

study. 

(b) All carrier activities were to remain as normal including curtailing of mail. 

(c) The oral instructions given to the supervisors were the same as the carriers 

instructions except for the action they should take in case of any grievances 

that were filed. 

(d) The delivery supervisors were to perform their jobs as normal. They did 

introduce the team members to their subjects. 

(e) No comparison of pre- or post-study of office and street times wBre made. 

(f-h) All supervisor’s actions with the carriers were to remain as normal. 
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ADVOIUSPS-T13-105. With respect to both Phase 1 and Phase 2 of your data 
collection effort, please provide the following documents: 

(a) All work plans or similar documents concerning the design, approach, 
methods, documentation, and collection of the data. 

(b)) All periodic progress reports, interim reports, and final reports submitted 
to the Postal Service. 

(c) All summaries and/or conclusions submitted to the Postal Service 
regarding the data collection or its results. 

(d) All recommendations submitted to the Postal Service regarding the data 
collection or its results, including but not limited to recommendations for 
further studies, refinements or improvements to the study design or data 
collection procedures, possible uses (or limitations on uses) of the data 
or results, etc. 

(e) For each of the categories of information described above, please also 
provide all documents prepared by the Postal Service or its contractors 
that you received relating to (a) through (d) above, including but not 
limited to requests for reports, conclusions, or recommendations, 
responses to such items, and instructions or conclusions relating to 
such items. 

If any of the kinds of documents described above were submitted to or received 
from an outside contractor of the Postal Service, rather than directly to or from 
the Postal Service, please submit them. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) For all work plans or similar documents concerning the design, approach, 

methods, documentation, and collection of the data please see USPS LR-I-252. 

(b-e) Information responsive to these requests were made available at informal 

technical conferences pursuant to Presiding Officer’s Ruling R2000 - l/27. 
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ADVO/USPS-T13-106. Please refer to Appendix D of your testimony, 

(a) When was Appendix D prepared? 

(b) If Appendix D was prepared following the data collections for the 
purpose of inclusion in your testimony, is there any earlier version of it 
that was in existence and used at the time of the data collections? If so, 
please provide a copy of it. If more than one version exists, please 
provide all versions. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Appendix D was prepared for inclusion in the testimony after the data had 

been collected. 

(b) Yes there was an earlier version and it is attached, 



USPS DELIVERY METHODS 
Database Structure 

I LEVEL LEVEL DESCRIPTION DESCRIPTION CfmE I 

ScanthetesktobetimedthatappkstothehGiltype 
Scan the task to be timed that that applies to the delivery mute 
Scan 

4/23/97 

Scan the item(s) tbt were counted during the task timing 

Scan each item as needed for quantity input 
Sea each itun as needed for quantity input 

Page 1 
_ - . - -_ _ . . . . - _- - 

7:31 AM 



Scan specific subject activity with the customa when alarm sounds 

Scan specific detail of the travel activity (irequired) when alarm solmds 

.::... ..I y...z ::,.::: :.:.:.:.:.:.:j,:.~.:.j~.:.:.:,:.~.:~.:.:.:.:,:~:.:~:.~,~.:~:,:.:.~~:.~.:.: ~:~: .:.:.: .:.: 

Page 1 7132 AM 



USPS DELIVERY METHODS 
,?. . 

/ Dati 
- lkd Description 

Data Details 

Bar Code Bar Code Description Comments 

n Fhida 

MA rbiasdm 
Ml Miohigm 
NJ New Jersey 
OH Ohio 

TX TCXSS 
VA Virginia 
WA W&dkgtOll 
wl Wisoonsia 

JCO3 
JC04 
JCO5 

Pm ,Pmt Tiie 
T=F-Y Employ== 
Cd 

4/23/97 Page 1 7145 AM 



,,i;;,.:,:.i,.iiii:.-.~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ YOO :~~~~::i,i:~::;::;:,::~. -.. 
~~~~~~~~~~~“1 Clock (inside) Start at clock in - tin at clock out 

YO2 wiidmwal IRehIm Walk-puUcase,dmpoffmismtsmdretum 
YO3 SOltOICaSe smtlettersorflatsimocase 
Y04 AMPMAdmin Deposit 3849, Return Parcel, DPS error report 
YO5 Hot Case Travel, pull, phc hamper and return 
Y06 COA Alltimctions WI Chrmge of Address 

F’dl down later or flat case, band and load, 
YO7 Pull Down sehrp =hY 

YO8 Hot Case and Exit Trvl to hot case, pull, seq., p/u DPS & clock ou 

~~~~~~poo Clock (outside) Start at clock out -fin at clock in 
PO1 B&C Delivery of mail during mute 
PO2 Accountable DelivRy of accollntable w/i loop 

Delivery of accountable on curb ! dismount 
PO3 Dismount Acoomtable mute 
PO4 LVR Accomtable Delimy of LVR w/i loop or dismount 
PO5 Parcel deliveay of Pace1 w/i loop 
PO6 Diiouut Parcel Delivay of Parcel on orrrb mute 
PO7 Relay Restock Reloading satchel on walking or park & loop 
PO8 unload - setup central Unloading Vehicle during delivery mute 
PO9 setup - vehicle Re-mangevehicle 
PlO COllection Unloading collection box at street or apt. 

,.... ~~~~~~~~rr 
/.. . ..~.~.~..~~.~..~.~._..~..~~.,.. I.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ vo1 

* I.!. : .,....? Vehicle Impection Travel, inspect, Report aud return 
vo2 Load Vehicle Travel, load end return hamper 

vo3 Travel to 1 st delivery Vehicle moving to vehicle stop at 1st park pain 
vo4 Refueling Vehicle stop at station to moving to mute 
vo5 Travel Between Points Vehicle moving to vehicle stop at pak point 
V06 RehJmtounit Afterlastdeliveqmdretmtounit 
vo7 urdmd Vehicle Unload raw mail and undelivered parcels 



Use this code to bypass to Work sampling 
PC01 Accountables Number of accountables received 
PC02 Parcels Number of parcels received 
PC03 Leers Number of letters cased or withdrawn 
PC04 Flats Number of flats cased or withdrawn 
PC05 Withdrawals Number of passes made at withdrawal case 
PC06 Forma Number of forms filled out in timing block 
PC07 Folded Plats Numba of Flats folded and sorted 
PC08 Delivery Points Number of slots in case operation 
PC09 COA’s Number of Change of Address made 

PC10 BdSlltCllE Number of Bends made by winier in timing block 

PC11 Feetofmail Number of trays placed in hampa after pulldown 
FCL? DPS Number of trays of DPS Mail 

PC13 UBBM Quantity Number of pa of mail to UBBM tbmw to Tub 
PC14 PulldawnBundles Number of bundles generated at pulldown 
PC15 Paces Vehicle rnspcctiorl Number of Paces wed in irqecting Vehicle 

Numba of pieces of mail the car&r places on tbe ledge 
PC16 MkiSOlVCMUS wililesorting-tobehendldlater 
PC17 sequencdFlats Number of Flats in delivery sequence 

~~~~~~~~~’ 

Number of paces in basic delivery timing block inside a 
DC01 Paces Inside building 

Number of paces in basic delivery timing block outside ( 
DC02 Paces outside flat grand 

Number of paces in basic delivery timing block outside 7 
DC03 Paces Outside Obstructed obstmctions or stairs 

Number of bends made in delivery timing block w/ Load 
DC04 Bends - Wei&ed Satchel 

Number of bends made in delivery timing block w/o 
DC05 Bends - Unweigbted Satchel 

DC06 Doors I Gates Numba of doors opened in delivery timing block 

DC07 FOlllIS Numb= of forms tilled out in delivery timing block 
Number of residential delivuy points in delivery timing 

DC08 Residential delivery points block 
DC09 BlUldla Number of bundles carrier method used 

DC10 customer hlteractiofl Number of customer interactions in delivery timii bloc 

DC11 Fichps Number of collections made in delivery timing block 

DC12 Dismomts Number of dismounts required in delivery timing block 

DC13 illegal Boxes Number of illegal boxes in delivery timing block 

DC14 Business delivay points Number of business delivery points in delivery timing bl 

DC15 Missed delivery point9 Number of delivery points skipped in delivery timii bb 
Number of Screen or Storm doors opened in delivay tin 

DC16 scrsen I storm Doors block 

DC17 Trayms unloaded Number of trays and tubs unloaded at the end of day 

TCOI Mile Number of miles between park points 
TCO2 Park Points Numba of perk points in Park & Loop mute 

Numeric of onantitv for selected event 



LO2 
LO3 
LO4 
Lo5 
LO6 
L16 
LlS 
I.22 
L23 

Not Applicable 
Distribution Case 
Hot Case 
Work Station 
Ao~unt.nbIe Cage 
Parocl AM 
DPS Ama 
other work swion 
hunitoomutcta 
Time Clock 
Thmwback Cam 

LO7 Dcok 
Los 
LO9 
LlO 
Lll 
LIZ 
L13 
L14 
L15 
L17 
L19 
L20 
L21 
L22 

Vehicle 
Park Point 
CoUcotim~ Box 
Relay Box 
Point of delivery 
On Route 
PBL 
Mist 
08s Station 
In vehicle at stopl7.ight 
In v&de in mtxc 
waiting wbilc wdking 
Time Clock 

A02 Subject Beak 
A03 Subject Lunch 
A04 c%sener Personal 

803 AwiudsM& 
B04 U&II 

co3 
CO4 
cm 
CO6 

WTOI Foot 
WTo2 cub 
WTo3 Puk&Lmp 
wTo4 Dismovnt 
WTOS centi 
WTO6 ViRwm 

so2 
so3 
SO4 

Business Outside 
Residential Inside 
Residential Outside 



To1 Travel to 1 St lkliverv 
Travel b/t Delivery . 
Travel b/t with Sort 

FO2 Parcel 
F03 lIa&hiu 
DOS Delay &wide details 

JO1 L.ettas 
JO2 Flat.9 
JO3 Accountables 
Jo4 ParCfdS 
JO5 DPS 
JO6 Mix 

Jll Setup - 

DO1 No Access to Box 
DO2 Vehicle Break&m 
DO3 Mail Pmcessbg 
Do4 Weatha 
Do5 TraffCiTktOllI 
DO6 No Work 
Do7 otbex 

Fmvide d&Is for&x type next level 31.4.1 
Vehicle or Satchel in the AM 
Vehicle at the end of the day 
Rsammging vehicle or satchel dur& the day 



En2 
ED3 
Eo4 
E05 
Eo.5 
EO7 
FB8 
EO9 
El0 

PullDowll 
MarlHandling 
LoopandFm 
Let& sort empty 
Lena sort partial 
Letter sort medium 
Letterwrtfbll 
Flat sort vertical 
Flat sort horizontal 

sorting letters into an empty case slot 
Sortiqlettersintoacaseslotwitb1or2lettem 
soKting letters into a case slot with 3 lx more letters 
Requires2ba&toinsertalettaintoaslot 

HO2 1 ti Slot 
HO3 2 Handed Slot 
HO4 Slot below knees 
HO5 Flat Receptacle 
Ho6 #I Box 
HO7 # l-l/2 Box 
Ii08 #2 Box 
HO9 lHd@ClSh 
HI0 hop 
Hll Gang Box 
HI2 CeJltfallnsi& 
H13 Central Outside 
H14 VIM Room 

001 Public Relations Number of words limited 
GO2 service Rates 
GO3 Ditatiom 
Go4 Excessive words Customer Customa delays cania to chat 

102 Dogs 
103 Raihvad Crossing 
104 Drawbridge 
105 Union 
106 CO~tiOll 
107 Weatha 
108 Stack in tmt3i.c 

Canierbasapaga Numeric entry of pager occ-ces during the &Y 

KOO 
Kol 
KO2 
Ko3 
Ko4 
K05 
K06 
K07 
KO8 
K09 
KIO 
Kll 

Jeep 
LLV 
1 or2tontmck 
pickup I van 
walking-pushcart 
Bii 
Bus - Public 
Automobile 
Elevator - Pass.stSa 
walking inside unit 
walking outside on flat 
Walking Outside Obstruct& 



Ro2 
Ro3 
Ro4 
RO5 
R06 
R07 
R08 
ROQ 
RIO 
RI1 
RI2 
RI3 
RI4 
RI5 
RI6 
RI7 
RI8 
RI9 
R20 

R21 
R23 

R24 
R25 
R26 

R27 
R28 
R29 
R30 
R31 
R32 
R33 
R34 
R35 
R36 
R37 

R38 

lsut&lty 
Wiid 
Rain 
SW?? 
Bundle method 
Park Points pa 1621 
Hail 
C!ty of DPS 
Am Qty Of letters 
Am Qty Of flats 
Carrier height in Inches 
Carrier Age 
Carrier Outseam 
Smoker 
Right or Left handed 
Gender 
Qty of Parcels 
Qty of accountables 
Carrier weight in pounds 
Carrier forward reach in 
inches 
Distance to clock 
Distance to Accountable 
Cage 
Distance to hotcase 
Distance to Parcel hamper 
Distance to Throwback 
case 
Distance to Vehicle 
Vehicle relocation to dock 
Distance to dist. case 1 
Distance to dist. case 2 
Distance to dist. case 3 
Distance to dist. case 4 
Distance to dist. case 5 
Distance to VIM hamper 
Distance to Breakroom 
Distance to Restroom 
Distance to Supervisors 
Desk 
Distance to 1st swinging 

Scan to input humidity at prtxriied time 
Scan to input wind sped at prescribed tine 
scan to input rain at pmscriid the 
scau to input snowat pmscliied time 
Sean to input carrier delivery method of bundles ban&d 
Sean to input number of park points allowed on mute 

Scan to input if hailing 

Scan code and enter 1 in qty 
Scan code end enter 1 for right, 2 for len 
Scan code and enter I for male, 2 for female 

Paces to clock from carrier case 

Paces to Accountable cage from case 
Paces to hotcase from carriers case 
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ADVOIUSPS-T13-107. Please refer to your response to MPAIUSPS-T13-8 
and 9, concerning the Engineered Standards study. As used below, the term 
“LR l-163 data” refers only to the data presented in that library reference, 
excluding other data that may have been collected but not included in the 
library reference. 

(a) Define and distinguish among the following: 
-Work sampling data 
-Time studies data 
-Videotape data 
-Other quantitative data. 

(b) Confirm that the data in USPS LR l-163 are only “work sampling” (or 
“activity sampling”) data. If this is incorrect, please explain specifically what the 
data in LR l-163 are (e.g., time studies data, videotape data, or 
“other quantitative data”). 

(c) What was the specific purpose for and focus of collecting the LR l-163 
data? 

(d) Were the LR l-163 data used in isolation (or together with other data) to 
identify the “actual activities being performed by carriers along with 
criteria that might be effecting their activities?” Please explain fully how 
the LR l-163 data were used to accomplish this task. 

(e) Were the LR l-163 data used in isolation (or together with other data) to 
identify the “methods,” “time standards, and “time standards application 
technique/workload managing system?” Please explain fully how the LR 
l-163 data were used to accomplish this task. 

(f) Were the LR l-163 data (or any analyses or results directly derived from 
that data) used as an input in the development of “time standards?” If 
so, 

(1) Please provide any analyses or results from the data that were 
used as an input. 
(2) Please describe precisely how the data or analyses were used as 
an input, including a description of the methodology employed in 
using the information to develop time standards. 
(3) Please provide all documents relating to such use of the LR l-163 
data, or analyses or results derived from that data, in developing 
time standards. 
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RESPONSE: 

(a) Work Sampling data was obtained by the act of making observations every 

six minutes and through the use of a TimeWand@ II bar code scanner 

creating electronic data documenting the subject by selecting from a 

predefined seven level hierarchy. The work sampling data included the 

location of the subject, whether or not the subject was engaged in Personal, 

Non-Job Administrative or Job Administrative activities, if the subject is inside 

or outside, the outside delivery type such as curb or park & loop or a foot 

route or central delivery or a dismount, whether or not it was a business or 

residential customer, what physical activity was being performed and details 

about the activity. The use of the bar code process also supplied the time of 

day of the observation. This data was used to determine the percentage of 

time spent performing various activities, the variability of time spent on 

various activities, the percent delay time which was a direct factor used in the 

engineered standards, and when coupled with other data was the foundation 

of a set of engineered standards based on work sampling that was never 

used. Levels IO through 7 1.4.1 as presented in USPS LR-I-221 constitute the 

work sampling data hierarchy and USPS LR-I-163 is the outside work 

sampling data presented to witness Baron. Work sampling was performed 

throughout the route/carriers day. The classic unit of measure is XX.X % ( 

such as 33.9% of the time a carrier spends delivering curb is spent at the 

point of delivery). 
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Time Studies were taken by use of the TimeWand@ II bar code scanner. A 

time study documents the length of time of something along with other 

information so a rate can be determined. In this case an activity the carrier 

was engaged in such as casing letters would be timed and data collected on 

the number of letters cased so a letters cased per minute could be calculated. 

Levels 8.0 through 9.1 as presented in USPS LR-l-221 constitute the bar 

codes used for time studies. The use of the bar code process also supplied 

the time of day of the observation. Time studies were taken throughout the 

route/carriers day. The classic unit of measure is something per time (the 

current letter casing standard is 18 letters/minute). 

Videotape data is time study data collected by counting frames (thirty frames 

equals one second) associated with a carrier activity as defined in the 

Standard Operating Practice included in USPS LR-I-242. Videotape data also 

includes additional data at the MOST@ predetermined time system level. The 

classic unit of measure is something per time. The time of day of this 

information was also recorded. 

Other quantitative data is the Level 13 data included in USPS LR-I-221. 

Please see ADVOIUSPS-T13-100 and ADVOIUSPS-T13-50 for definitions 

and the processes used to gather this data. The data identified criteria that 

might have an influence. This data was collected via the bar code approach 
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and each piece of data has it’s own unique measure (temperature, gender, 

age). The use of the bar code process also supplied the time of day of the 

observation. 

(b) Confirmed, USPS LR-I-163 is only work sampling data for street activities. 

(c) Please see my responses to NAAIUSPS-T13-3,4. 

(d-e) LR-I-163 is a subset of a larger database. It was not used in isolation but 

together with other data. Please see my response to ADVOAJSPS-T13-32 that 

identifies route days that were not included in LR-I-163 that were included in the 

analysis performed to support engineered standards. LR-I-163 does contain the 

majority of the outside work sampling data and therefore did have a direct effect 

on the street percent delay time used in the application and engineered 

standards. Please see response to MPAIUSPS-T13-12 for an example of 

reports used to assist in developing engineered standards. 

(f) Information responsive to these requests were made available at the informal 

technical conference pursuant to Presiding officer’s Ruling R2000 - I/27. 
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ADVOIUSPS-T13-I 08. In your response to MPA/USPS-T13-9, you state that 
“Analyses were performed on the data collected. We analyzed volume data, time 
data extracted from the videotapes, route data, and the effects of the quantitative 
data.” 

(a) Did any of these analyses involve or use the specific data presented in 
LR l-163 (as opposed to other data not in LR-163)? 

(b) If so, please provide any such analyses that involved or used the specific 
data presented in LR l-163. 

(c) If not, please explain why no analyses were made on the specific data in 
that library reference. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Yes. 

(b) Please see my response to ADVOIUSPS-T13-23 b. Additional information 

responsive to these requests w8re made available at the informal technical 

conference pursuant to Presiding Ofker’s Ruling R2000 - I/27. 
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(c) ADVOAJSPS-T13-109. Please respond to the following concerning the 
relationship between the work sampling data in LR l-162 and the development of 
engineered methods and time standards. 

(a) Please confirm that “time standards,” in the standard Industrial 
Engineering sense of the term (i.e., times for an average, qualified 
worker to perform specific activities such as pulling mail out of a satchel, 
“fingering” mail at a mailbox, opening a mailbox, opening a door to a 
dismount delivery, traveling outside for a certain distance, or filling out a 
form), were developed during the Engineered Standards project. If this 
is incorrect, please explain fully. 

(b) Did you attempt to relate the specific work sampling data contained in 
LR l-163 to the time standards you developed to determine whether they 
were consistent with each other? If so, please explain fully how you did 
so and provide all analyses and documentation on that comparison. If 
not, please explain tiy not. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) I can not confirm because I do not agree with your definition. In the standard 

Industrial Engineering sense “time standards” are the times for an average 

qualified worker, working under normal conditions, exercising proper safety 

precautions, following prescribed methods, with proper supervision. The 

duration of the time and work content of the time standard requires definition 

and may or may not be dependent on the application system. 

The Engineered Standards project created an In-Office-Standard and Out-of- 

Office Street Standard that were application dependent. 
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(b) No, WB did not attempt to relate the specific work sampling data contained in 

LR-I-163 to the time standards. This comparative analysis was not requested 

by the Postal Service. 



DECLARATION 

I, Lloyd B. Raymond, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers are 

true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 

Date: s-q- 00 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all 

participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of 

Practice. 

< &747%4 . 
Richard T. Cooper fl 
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